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Not only gaming, we stormed into 2021, with several NFT 

collabs and campains and are going to finish the year off 
with the addition of our security department. Responsible for 
multiple contract audits and freezing of funds on various 

crypto thefts.

We are going to change the way people look at new projects 

when it comes to the Binance Network.  By combining 

gaming, casino, sports, we believe we are reaching a whole 

new targeted audience and bringing new players into the 

crypto atmosphere.  Which is huge when you realize how big 

these other categories are. Bang is going to unite the whole 

world under one common Token where everyone on the 

same ground can participate in gaming,  betting and just in 

general.  It is a smart chain-based Token working on the 

principle during the trade Reflection, LP Acquisition, and Burn.

B.A.N.G. Crypto, B.lockchain 

A.udits N.FT's & G.aming is 

securing its thumbprint in the 

crypto environment. Aside 

from our own BEP-20 casino, 
we will revolutionize the 

complete gaming 

environment with blockchain 

technology in our world class 

NFT virtual reality gaming. 



Binance Smart Chain

DEFLATIONARY TOKENS

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of 
utilizing solidity-based smart contracts with much greater 
speed and efficiency than other, competing chains. With 

decentralized exchanges on BSC offering lightning-fast swaps 

and extremely low fees, BSC has started to become one of the 

most widely used blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). 
BSC uses a token protocol developed by the BinanceTeam 

called BEP-20.

The idea behind deflationary cryptocurrencies is 

relatively straightforward. Each time a transaction 

occurs using a deflationary token, a percentage of 
the tokens used in the transaction are destroyed 

permanently. This function is constantly at work 

removing tokens from the total available supply. 
Over time, this action works to helps increase the 

value of one token dramatically as it increases 

scarcity.



The problem and  
the solution

Tokens with use  
Case

The problem is an everyday situation, we see 

it time and time again. Investors are not 
offered real value.  Let me say this again, a 

meme coin provides no value to investors.  
Majority of people end up losing more than 

what they originally invested because 

projects are not developed with a long term 

plan.  We all have seen a couple of projects 

that have survived on the Binance platform.  
The one thing they have in common, is 

offering more than a charity case.  Our team, 
has strived so hard to create more than one 

outlet for our investors to participate in.  In 

doing so, we have worked hard at providing a 

real opportunity for everyone to be able to 

come in, have faith in our system and our 
program, to WANT to not only hold our token 

but help the community constantly grow.

It is very rare to come across legitimate tokens that 
offer a use case.  Typically, the majority of tokens that 
are created every day, do not offer any real use.  This 

creates a huge problem for investors.  People have 

grown accustomed to this as well.  We will make it a 

standard, that projects need to offer more to their 
investors, rather than just a means to a pump and 

dump.



B.A.N.G. is a deflationary token that is packed with groundbreaking 

modules which combine innovative auto liquidity and RFI rewards to 

make it the most rewarding token to hold.  Our buy back wallets that 
are fueled through our personal casino, will cause the early sellers to 

F.O.M.O..  Which in turn will reward our true believers with the true price 

that they deserve, 
 

 B.A.N.G. price will tend to go up gradually day after day, combined with 

the casino winning possibilities for the players,  as well as it fueling the 

liquidity and buy back system.  As new investors find out about us, our 
project and invest, they will not have to worry about waiting for a dip to 

buy in, as Bang will be on a constant climb.

About Token



Just like most of the crypto tokens, B.A.N.G. is also 

going to launch based on modern blockchain 

technology. Blockchain technology is one of the few 

modern technologies which are serving people for 
their better privacy and protection. It has many 

advantages over conventional technologies. B.A.N.G. 
is going to use this technology in its unique goal to 

help all around the world. This technology has some 

unique characteristics like decentralization and 

transparency. It provides high-level security and 

safety to the users. Therefore, B.A.N.G. is going to 

utilize this high-level technology and unlike physical 
currencies, digital tokens are more secured and 

easier to transfer without the complex systems of 
banking sectors.
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BANG is positioned perfectly to advance in the crypto 

and  world because of its unique rewarding 

mechanism and future developments of releasing 

innovative products and new games to ensure the 

sustainability of the token. With each transaction, a 

9% transaction fee will be used to ensure that your 
token will be rewarding you in your future for as long 

as you hold. 
 

Please be advised that initially the first month after 
launch date there will be a "sells only" tax system of 
37% which will decrease by 1% each day until it 
reaches the 9% permanent tax. This additional 
temporary tax applied will be redistributed to all 
holders.

At BANG, 3% of all transactions will be distributed evenly 

amongst all wallet holders. The ones that will benefit the 

most out of their reflections will be the true holders.

With every buy and sell of our BANG token 3% will be 

distributed back into liquidity to keep strengthening out 
token even more. 

This tax will insure that we are not only able to compete 

with other projects but outperform them as well.  We will 
make sure that we are always at the top of all projects 

with any marketing this way.  As well as any future 

developments to maintain our perfect growth in this 

industry.

3 % WALLET HOLDERS

3 % AUTO LIQUIDITY

3 % MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT
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benefit: the highest possible amount of profit to be 

earned. 

growth: Always strive for what we envisioned and be 

transparent and open to our community.

stability: the gradual increase from our buyback 

wallets and constant flow of liquidity for stability.

calmness: We bring openness, increased payout 
ratios, anonymity, low tax rates.  As well as new use 

cases and projects to our platform.

originality: To create new and fresh ideas in our 
community and be accepting of fresh ideas.
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benefit: Opening up our casino and services for you to 

advertise your project at all our games

growth: this will help push our user base and all of 
our holders to new projects

stability: these funds will be funding our buy back 

wallet to award our holders

Income: Independent contractors will be awarded a 

percentage to go out and sell these packages

originality: We will decorate our tables and games in 

a unique background to help push your agenda.
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ROADMAP

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

The roadmap of B.A.N.G. is simple towards achieving the goal. The roadmap is one of 
the essential features of the success of any project. Here, the B.A.N.G. token is going to 

follow the following strategy:

Form Dev Team

Poocoin ads

Launch Website

Various community competitions

Create all Social Media accounts

Partnership with influencers and Casino industries

Open Bang Casino doors to the public

Deploy Bang Casino

Build up communities to 5k members

Complete WhitePaper

Build up communities to 1k members

Private Presale 100k / 150k BUSD

Launch marketing campaign

Launch NFT campaign

Full scale audit (Contract & KYC)

Launch BANG Crypto Token on PancakeSwap

Release BANG Casino Mobile APP

CoinGecko listing.

CoinMarketCap listing



ROADMAP

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Begin development of exclusive BANG VR Casino

New Year's Dex and Poocoin ads

Christmas NFT campaign and community prizes

Revamp marketing campaign

Develop new partnerships within the same industries

Launch BANG Marketing and advertising Department

Release Bang's "NOS" mobile game

BANG Farm pools

Launch Valentines NFT Campaign

Release VR Casino visuals for PR

PHASE 5
Company meeting to revisit roadmap, launch new updated  

road map

Launch BANG Security Department, Audits, Crypto PI Department

20k TG community members

Begin development of Bang's exclusive mobile game "NOS"

"New Years Bash&Bang" CompetionApp

Acquire in-house gaming developers for new VR releases

25k TG members



In the present Whitepaper, we reviewed the 

strong and weak points of the B.A.N.G. token, 
showed the distinctive features that, in our 
opinion, will lead to success and help to take a 

leading position among such projects.

Additionally, we have a fast and secure 

blockchain, which has proven itself for several 
months. We are also sure that the maximum 

payout rate of which is a key success factor.

The B.A.N.G. lottery blockchain does not need to 

assume the cost of maintaining a network of 
distributors to sell lottery tickets. As a result, all 
operating expenses of the team are reduced to 

the development of new lotteries, legal issues, 
and functional development. This will 
contribute to the rapid project development 
and take a leading position in the new market 
of blockchain lotteries.

Conclusion


